
Proven success for hundreds of  
clients.

Comprehensive one-stop service for 
all air quality management needs.

Experts on evolving air pollution 
regulations and air quality 
management issues and 
technologies.

Experienced senior staff to assist in 
identifying air quality management 
issues and identify options and 
innovative solutions.

Commitment to provide high quality, 
responsive services, and to develop 
long term, mutually beneficial 
relationships with all our clients. 

Chris Easter, Air Quality Principal
T: 510 451 1761
ceaster@slrconsulting.com

SERVICES HOW SLR CAN HELP

Air quality issues continue to evolve, becoming ever more complex and adding uncertainties to any project’s or operation’s viability. 
Unrecognized or unresolved, these issues can result in significant project delays and unanticipated costs beyond project and operating budgets.

With more than 50 environmental professionals in California and 400 environmental professionals in North America, SLR offers comprehensive 
air quality management services to assist our industrial clients. SLR’s air quality service experience spans local, state, tribal, and federal 
governments, across nearly all industrial sectors.

These services include: technical analysis required for regional air quality district permitting and federal air permit approvals for the most 
complex of projects; conducting project regulatory applicability and fatal flaw analyses; installation and operation of ambient monitoring 
stations; developing emissions inventories; and performing the engineering and human health risk assessment to maintain process efficiency. 

      SLR is committed to 
providing high quality 
and responsive service 
for all our clients.

AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT

www.slrconsulting.com

AIR PERMITTING SERVICES
• Prepare applications for the full range of air permits 

and approvals/renewals (local air districts and federal 
operating permits, PSD/NSR;Title V)

• MACT/BACT/LAER determinations, NSPS/NESHAP
• Specialized experience in manufacturing, technology, 

wood products, oil and gas, biotechnology, pipeline, 
refinery, utility, cement, chemicals, LNG, renewable 
energy, iron, steel, and mining sectors

AMBIENT AIR/METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING
• Design, installation/ procurement and operation services
• Experience in adverse, challenging environments
• Customized programs are a specialty, including SODAR

DISPERSION MODELING
• Experience with EPA guideline models-AERMOD, CALPUFF
• Human health risk assessment experience including the 

State of California’s HARP Model
• Fatal flaw analyses and strategies for plans and designs
• CEQA and NEPA analyses and litigation support
• Access to high performance cluster and software 

packages

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
• Single facility/corporate air compliance auditing
• Development of customized compliance 

management databases, tools and systems
• Section 114 responses, FOIA requests, RMP/PSM 

analysis and program management
• Emissions measurements development and 

implementation, LDAR program support
• Litigation, due diligence, self-disclosure support

EMISSIONS AND CONTROL STUDIES
• Routine and special research for emissions 

characterizations
• ProMax® process simulation
• Control technology selection and evaluation for 

new projects, and troubleshoot underperforming 
controls

• Develop, manage, and conduct customized 
emissions measurement programs to generate 
emissions data

• Conceptual engineering studies to evaluate 
feasibility and cost

TECHNICAL SERVICE

SLR air quality service professionals stay at the forefront of evolving air quality regulations and science across the United
States. Our air quality services include the following:


